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Having recently attended the Congress of the South African
Genetics Society as their guest of honour, at the invitation of
Professor J. D. J. Hofmeyr, Professor of Genetics at the University
of Pretoria, I took the opportunity to visit the Bantu Homelands
in the Northern Transvaal. I was accompanied by Professor
Hofmeyr and Mr Zimmermann, Public Relations OfiBcer for
Bantu Administration at Pretoria. For part of the journey we
were accompanied by Mr L. C. C. Liebenberg, who was
unfortunately not able to continue the journey owing to ill health.
The conditions were somewhat trying as the whole area was
suffering from an intense drought; the rains which had been
expected had not fallen.
In the Bantu Homeland we visited the low bush veldt lands
near the borders of Mozambique, just east of Punda Milia, in
the drainage area of the Limpopo River, which divides South
Africa from Southern Rhodesia. After that we went westwards
to Louis Trichardt, and then southwards, climbing on to the
higher veldt through the Drakensburg and up the valley of the
Olifants River, then we travelled further south and back to
Pretoria.
The people of these territories are Bantu, but they are
derived from several tribes. Among them there are villages
detached from their main tribal communities. Thus, on our way
northwards—which passed through the Kruger National Park
from south to north—we found villages of Swazis in the region
north-east of Nelspruit, near the Mozambique border, although
this is well outside the territory of Swaziland—one of the British
High Commission enclaves within the frontiers of the South
African Republic. Similarly we even found individual Basutos
in Sibasa, in Vendaland, between Punda Milia and Louis Trichardt
in the far north of the Homelands—500 or more miles away from
Basutoland.
Besides migration throughout the whole of the Republic by
members of South African tribal communities, there has also
been a widespread immigration of Negroes from outside the
Republic—attracted to it by the fact that remunerative work
can be obtained there which provides much higher standards
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of living for the immigrant male Negroes than they can obtain
in their own countries. There is a considerable movement of
Negroes from all over Southern Africa within the borders of the
Republic. It is therefore not surprising to find these migrant
communities interweaving their way through the settled populations.
This partly explains the racially mixed character of large
sections of the Bantu. However, this intermixture which is
readily perceptible in the Bantu is mainly due to the fact that
they, just as much as the Caucasoids, are later comers to South
Africa. As the Whites penetrated the land from the south, the
Bantu entered from the north. These invasions of South Africa
were at the expense of the real native inhabitants—the Hottentots
and the Bushmen, who have been largely exterminated, and where
they survive they are found mostly in such areas as the desert of
the Kalahari and other inhospitable regions.
Just as a certain amount of miscegenation has taken place in
the past between Caucasoid and Black, so it has also occurred
between the Black and these earlier black possessors of the land.
(The White crosses have largely been relegated to a category
outside the European communities and, crossed with Malay and
other incoming indentured labour, are to be found in the Cape
Coloured, who are far from Negroid in character and appearance). As far as the Bantu is concerned there is evidence of
this crossing in their lack of clear homogeneity. Another factor
involved in the appearance of the non-Negroid characters which
.occur from time to time among the Bantu is that from about
the seventh century onwards the Arabs—who are, after all,
Caucasoids—established stations at the mouth of each river where
harbourage could be found all down the east coast of Africa.
Often associated with the Arabs were Hamitic elements—
through which, indirectly, Caucasoid genetic elements would be
transmitted.
The basis of the peoples of the Northern Bantu Homelands
is obviously Negroid. Of that there is no doubt, and in emphasising
the evidence of crossing in the past—which has led to polytypy
in characters in many instances in these tribally organised communities—it is necessary to avoid leaving the impression that the
result is some kind of mulatto, which is far from the case.
Figures 1 and 2 show examples of the Tsonga type. There
is a slight suggestion of Mongoloid in the high cheek bones and
relatively broad faces. This Mongoloid type is frequently found
throughout the Bantu, and there is little doubt that it is often
derived from absorption of Bushman and Hottentot blood during
the Bantu conquest of South Africa. These women are close in
features to the one on the left in Figure 3, and they tend to
establish the racial type of the Tsonga. The long, pyriform shape
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of the breasts. Figure 3, is characteristic of the Negroid female.
The figure on the right may have some evidence of remote
Caucasoid influence, judging by the facial features. These two
Tsonga girls were photographed in Vendaland, near Sibasa, on
the northernmost part of our journey.
The Venda type is very close to the Tsonga, as will be seen
from Figure 4, from the Sibasa area, and from Figure 5. The
slight Mongoloid influence has tended to make the features a
little less Negroid, and has given a more rounded appearance to
the shape of the head, although the skulls are still dolichocephalic
rather than otherwise. In Figure 5 the women are seen making
a greeting in their characteristic pose.
In the course of the journey we were able to call on Chief
Patric Mphephu of the Venda tribe, whose kraal is about twenty
miles north of Louis Trichardt.
We noticed that in this tribe the women are compelled to
kneel in the presence of the menfolk, even out of doors. In fact
a woman walking along with a burden on her head has to 4 o
so, especially if spoken to, even though this means taking the
burden uff her head, and laboriously replacing it all afterwards.
Further, when the four wives of the chief, and other female
members of his family, entered the hut where we were seated
with the chief, and the Bantu Affairs Commissioner, Mr Aeron,
they crawled on their hands and knees, both on presenting themselves and on leaving. I mention this fact, although it is well
known to all ethnographers of the Bantu, for it illustrates not
only the big difference in native Negroid society in South Africa
between the social positions of the sexes, but also the gulf there
is between the status of women in Bantu and in European society.
This goes far towards explaining the difficulties arising from the
difference in outlook of those of the Bantu who settle in the
cities and towns of South Africa from that of the European
society in the midst of which they have come to reside.
Although there are typical cases of prognathous Negroid type
among the Swazis of the North-Eastern Transvaal, there are
also individuals like those shown in Figures 6 and 7 who show
evidences of non-Negroid intrusive blood—Caucasoid is suggested
by the length of hair, the obvious tendency to hairiness of face,
and the general look of the features. In Figure 6 there is a
suggestion of Australoid, but this is probably due rather to
Caucasoid, as in the former case one would have expected more
heavily developed brows. Figure 7 may well show some Mongoloid element—perhaps through Bushman or Hottentot ancestry—
suggested by the high cheek bones and the tendency to broadness
from cheek bone to cheek bone. The thinner lips would also
suggest a non-Negroid element. As this region lies towards the
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eastern coast of South Africa, the Caucasoid element seen in these
pictures is not hard to explain. On the other hand, it is a lowlying and very hot area. One would therefore expect natural
selection to play its part in eliminating Caucasoid traits which are
not as well adapted to this environment as Negroid ones.
Thirty miles north of Pietersburg we visited the Batlokwa
tribe. Two small girls from the Pedi tribe of North Sotho, in
the Northern Transvaal, are seen in Figure 8. This picture should
be compared with Figure 9, which shows two girls of the
Batlokwa tribe in the kraal of Chief Ramokgopa. A common
feature is seen in their hair styles. Negroid hair is short and
tightly curled because of its different cross section from that of
the other racial stocks. The Caucasoids and Australoids have
hair of an oval cross section, the Mongoloid is round and the
Negroid is flat. However, the appearance of quite a thatch is
produced, as in Figure 9, by pulling out the tight curls and
fixing them with red mud. This process is seen in the making
on the child on the left hand side in Figure 8. The reason for
this hair style must remain in the realm of speculation, but it
may be an attempt to copy Caucasoid hair. Other Sothos
showing this style are seen in Figure 10, as are Pedi girls
from North Sotho in the Northern Transvaal in Figure 11. In
Figure 10 there is evidence of Mongoloid characters in the eye
folds and in the shape of the face, particularly in the woman
in the middle. The same features appear in the girl whose hair
is being treated in Figure 11. However, the tendency to slightly
longer hair—or tight curled hair capable of being pulled out
and set in longer lengths than is normal in most Negroids—
cannot come from the Mongoloid strain which is perceptible in
some cases in the shape of the face, the colour of the skin—
which is often coppery and not black—and the formation of the
eyes and their folds. It may come, however, from the slight
infiltration from Caucasoid origins found in these tribes of the
Northern Transvaal. But long hair, as such, as is found in the
Mongoloids or in the Caucasoids does not occur among them.
The Lubedu girl of Sotho type from the Northern Transvaal,
in Figure 12, shows another hair style, in which the hair has
been treated in such a way as to produce a type of wavinesst
But even here the hair is not long but quite short. Her features
are more regularly Negroid than some so far examined.
The Pedi girl from the Northern Transvaal, Figure 13, may
be compared with Figure 11. A slight Mongoloid cast of
countenance is again observable. It may be noted that in all
these cases the lips are slightly less thick than the typically
Negroid. Figure 14, from North Sotho in the Groblersdal area,
again shows the Mongoloid look in the eyes, including the
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tendency towards a half-closed expression. However, in the case
of the woman nearest to the camera, the lips are more Negroid,
although in the one further away they are less so. Their noses
also tend somewhat towards the Mongoloid.
Figure 15 shows a group of Roka children in Sekhukhuniland,
which lies about seventy miles south-south-east of Pietersburg.
The girl in the foreground is sixteen years of age. In the opinion
of Mr Zimmermann (who has considerable experience of the
various tribal types, and their languages) this girl probably shows
Tsonga blood. The girl standing in front of her, who belongs
to another family in the group, was stated with some pride
by the parent to have some "coloured" blood. That is, there
was some Cape Coloured in her ancestry. The sixteen year old
girl shows a slight element of some Caucasoid strain in the more
developed nose and more upright profile. The breast is, however,
typically Negroid, as is the hair.
Also from the Sek,hukhuniland area is the picture. Figure 16,
of Chief Stephen Nkoane Phasha of the Baroka tribe. Here
again is an individual with somewhat lighter skin than the typically
Negroid. It will also be noticed that his features are slightly
less Negroid. In fact it is a general observation that the chiefs
and their families and relations tend to be lighter than the mass
of their tribes. This would indicate either Mongoloid or Caucasoid
blood, if it is not due to an independent mutation. The probability
is that a Caucasoid strain partly accounts for this lightening of
the colour. As I have already said, it may come from an Arab
and associated Hamitic source, or from a more remote Hamitic
origin acquired long before the Bantu reached Southern Africa.
I have repeatedly referred to the possibility of intrusive blood—
Mongoloid or Caucasoid. It is my opinion that the former comes
through the Bushman and the Hottentot, elements of which
have been absorbed by the Bantu as they raided south into
South Africa and settled there. I regard the Bushman as the
result of a very ancient cross between the Negroids and the
Mongoloids, probably evolved at a remote period of time in some
region stretching in an arc from East Africa to India, which was
then pushed gradually southwards by climatic conditions and by
advancing Negroids from the north. In some elements of their
culture they are more advanced than the Negroids who displaced
them in Southern Africa. For instance, they had the bow,
whereas their enemies had only the spear. But, gradually forced
into more and more inhospitable environments, their culture
must have degenerated, and no doubt with that change came the
elimination of elements unsuited to the harsh conditions of the
Kalahari Desert—elements which were, no doubt, the more
culturally advanced and therefore the least able to accept the
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extremely harsh conditions to which the surviving Bushmen were
reduced. Some of the blood of these otherwise extinct Bushmen
types has been absorbed into the Bantu, and I believe that
evidence of this may be recognised in the Mongoloid appearance
which is found so frequently among the Bantu. An examination
of the picture of a typical Bushwoman, Figure 17, will indicate
features which are discernible in some degree or another in those
pictures to which I have already drawn attention as containing
individuals with elements of Mongoloid appearance, although
in none is the collection of Negroid-Mongoloid cross traits as
clear or as emphatic as in the typical Bushman or Bushwoman
such as this one from South West Africa. Here we have the
short skull, the broad cheek bones, the Mongoloid fold in the
eyes, and the lightish skin tending to yellow or red. Nevertheless,
the breasts are pyriform, and so typically Negroid, as is the
texture and length of the hair. The antiquity of the cross is
emphasised by the fact that eventually a new combination of
genes has been created, and the Bushmen are a racial breed
which reproduces more or less true to type. Secondly, the
Bushmen have had to battle with the dry conditions of Southern
Africa for a much longer period than have the Bantu, or any
other Negroids for that matter. This led to the mutation which
has given them (as it gave the Hottentots who were relatively
near relations) steatopygia. This development of very large and
protruding buttocks is a clear advantage in a hot dry climate.
They serve the same purpose as the hump in Indian cattle—
which have evolved in a climatic zone which has something in
common with that in which the Bushmen and Hottentots came
to develop.
To show how relevant is this question of the presence of
Mongoloid blood in some of the tribes and peoples of Southern
Africa, I would draw attention to the man and woman from
the Pondo tribe photographed. Figure 18, in the Transkei in the
south of South Africa. They show unmistakable Mongoloid
features. Indeed, if the provenance of this picture were not given,
it might well be thought that the picture had been taken in some
part of South-Eastern Asia—a region where Negroid, Mongoloid
and Caucasoid meet and overlap with residual elements of
Australoid.
Evidence of the Caucasoid blood in the Bantu is shown by
the Zulu man and woman in Figure 19. The Zulus located on
the eastern side of Africa are in the very region where the
penetration of Caucasoid blood would arrive from the Arab and
Hamitic settlers and traders—as well as slave traders—who
settled all along these coasts during the thousand years preceding
the European and Bantu incursions into, and setlements of,
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South Africa. The man in the foreground of this picture is
dominantly Armenoid—he might well, but for his colour and
other minor features, be a Jew, Armenian, Parsee or Levantine.
His nose, which is distinctly "Jewish"—that is, Armenoid—
is narrow and long. The skull is short but high, which is another
Armenoid feature. His lips are full, but are thin as compared
with the Negroid and have nothing Negroid about them. The
tendency to facial hair is clear. If the woman at the back of
the picture is also observed, it will be seen that she too shares
more or less the same features.
Moving southwards from the Bantu Homelands of the
Northern Transvaal, near Pretoria we come upon the Ndebele.
Their features are much more regularly Negroid, with the flat nose,
thick lips, bulbous forehead, and pyriform breasts, although even
here there may well be some influence of stray genes from other
strains which would account for their slightly broader faces.
An analytical racial survey of the Bantu, based upon anthroposcopical principles (which are much cheaper and generally
speaking more rewarding than statistical methods), which would
also make a comparison of them and the other stocks in Southern
Africa, is something yet to be carried out. The possibility of the
light-skinned tendency and generally Caucasoid features being
prominent in the chiefly families, which more than one person
has observed, should be investigated, as it might show genetic
segregation in the form of a class-structure among the Bantu tribes.
My thanks are due to my companions who made it possible
for me to visit the tribal Homelands of the North Transvaal and
so gain an over-all perspective of the Bantu as they are within
their own tribal areas. To Mr Zimmermann who drove all the
way. and whose close contacts with tribal chiefs and knowledge
of the languages of the people were so invaluable, I am particularly indebted. Moreover, to have with me an expert geneticist.
Professor Hofmeyr, was more than valuable when we came to
discuss and attempt to analyse in racial and genetic terms the
numerous characters which we saw.
The photograph of Mr Liebenbcrg, Professor Hofmeyr and
Mr Zimmermann, Figure 20, was taken during our journey.
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Book Reviews
T H E STORY O F M A N
By C a r k t o n S. Coon. Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1962. Pp. 438.
Price $7.50.
The first edition of this imaginative and comprehensive history of man's
beginnings and of his successive stages in cultural and technological
development was published in 1954 and translated into eight languages.
This book is in sharp contrast to most other attempted syntheses by
American anthropologists in that it refuses to place the word race between
quotation marks, to dismiss it as a myth or to assert that those who believe
that somatic racial differences have their mental counterparts suffer from
some neurotic disorder.
"More serious," writes Coon (pp. 187-8) "are the activities of the
academic debunkers and soft-pedalers who operate inside anthropology
itself. Basing their ideas on the concept of the brotherhood of man,
certain writers, who are mostly social anthropologists, consider it immoral
to study race, and produce book after book exposing it as a 'myth.' Their
argument is that because the study of race once gave ammunition to racial
fascists, who misused it, we should pretend that races do not exist. Their
prudery about race is equaled only by their horror of Victorian prudery
about sex. These writers are not physical anthropologists, but the public
does not know the difference."
Coon explains racial diversity as evolutionary adaptation to climate in
terms of Gloger's Rule (that denizens of wet forests tend to have black
or red coats), Allen's Rule (that animals tend to have longer extremities
when (heir habitat is desert or grassland than when it is forest or mountains), Bergmann's Rule (that animals increase in size as one moves coldward on their range) and Rensch's Rule (that denizens of colder areas
have longer hair and that arctic animals store fat all over, whereas torrid
desert animals store it in lumps).
These Rules have obvious application to the different races of man.
In general, the rules derive from two challenges which men, and the other
animals, face until they are able to control the climate in which they live.
The first challenge is ultra-violet radiation. The light skin of Caucasoid and
Mongoloid races, forged in northern climatic zones, had differential
survival value because it permitted maximum passage of ultra-violet
radiation and hence creation of Vitamin D by irradiating ergosterol. The
trivial exception is that of the dark-skinned Eskimos who satisfy their
Vitamin D needs by raw fish consumption. In tropical areas, dark pigmentation serves to filter out excessive and damaging ultra-violet radiation.
Enough passes through to satisfy Vitamin D needs and prevent rickets.
The second rationale of the rules is the need of the cold-habitat
organism to conserve heat and that of the warm-habitat organism to lose
it. Heat conservation is maximized by a spherical shape, evenly distributed
adipose tissue, the flat features and protected eyes of the Mongoloids.
The denizens of fhe tropics, who must lose heat, are angular and "skinny"
in body form, they have attenuated extremities and maximum ability to
lose heat by sweating. Where flesh must be stored to meet the emergency
needs of desert-dwellers, it is done in lumps, as in the case of the Bushmen,
to avoid interference with the heat-loss mechanism.
Although Coon analyzes the competitive demands on the heart of the
process of thinking and the mechanics of heat loss (through pumping fluids
through the emergency network), he does not draw the indicated conclusion,
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